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	Windows Azure is Microsoft's next-generation cloud-computing operating system and is designed to provide companies with new business opportunities as they migrate toward hosted services.


	Introducing Microsoft Azure provides all the information developers need to get started with this new technology and apply it across a range of situations. Presented in a clear, concise manner, this book provides a carefully measured learning curve for surmounting the architectural and coding challenges that need to be faced when building a well-balanced Windows Azure service.


	What you'll learn

	
		Understand the critical concepts of Azure, such as data storage and retrieval, .NET Services, and SQL Azure
	
		Learn to write Azure code and architect cloud-based solutions
	
		Gain a comprehensive understanding of cloud computing and how the hosted architecture will impact the way organizations host, deploy, and maintain their solutions
	
		Integrate .NET Services and SQL Azure into existing applications to increase their functionality
	
		Understand how Azure can be leveraged to solve a variety of programming tasks through extensive exercises and recipes



	Who is this book for?


	Introducing Windows Azure is for .NET architects and developers who want to learn how to provide business solutions based on the Microsoft Azure Services platform. Software as a Service (SaaS), a major trend in the computing industry, will grow exponentially in the coming years. This is a book that every developer should have on their bookshelf.
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MCTS: Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007 Configuration Study Guide: Exam 70-630Sybex, 2008
Prepare for Microsoft's new certification for SharePoint administrators
    Qualified SharePoint administrators are in demand, and what better way to show your expertise in this growing field than with Microsoft's new MCTS: Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007, Configuration certification. Inside, find everything you need to...
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Handbook of Optics, Third Edition Volume II: Design, Fabrication and Testing, Sources and Detectors, Radiometry and PhotometryMcGraw-Hill, 2009
The most comprehensive and up-to-date optics resource available

Prepared under the auspices of the Optical Society of America, the five carefully architected and cross-referenced volumes of the Handbook of Optics, Third Edition, contain everything a student, scientist, or engineer requires to actively work in...
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Diseases of the Liver & Biliary SystemJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002


	The eleventh edition welcomes the new Millenium.

	Progress in basic and clinical hepatology remains exponential.

	Since 1997, the advances have been wideranging,

	with those in molecular and cellular biology,

	and in diagnosis and treatment, leading the way. In a

	world in which information technology gives all too

	ready...
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Object-Oriented JavaScript: Learn everything you need to know about object-oriented JavaScript (OOJS), 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2017

	Learn everything you need to know about object-oriented JavaScript with this comprehensive guide. Enter the world of cutting-edge development!


	Key Features

	
		This book has been updated to cover all the new object-oriented features introduced in ECMAScript 6
	
		It makes object-oriented...
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Joomla! 1.5 SEOPackt Publishing, 2009
Some sites always appear at the top of a search result while others fail to even make it to the top ten. Wouldn't you want to see your site on the first page of any search result? This is not easily feasible if you are depending solely on the marketing guys whom you hire for SEO.

Joomla! SEO will help you to attract more visitors and...
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Why Don't I Feel Good Enough?Routledge, 2018

	
		Why Don’t I Feel Good Enough? Using Attachment Theory to Find a Solution offers a guide to how early emotional bonds affect our adult relationships and how psychological theory can help us to find the origin and solution to a number of life’s problems.

	
		Bringing a wealth of therapeutic experience and...
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